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CRAFTSMAN® V60* Outdoor Power Equipment, Now Available
Combining cordless convenience, power, and runtime to meet yard care needs.

TOWSON, MD (April 2, 2019) – The CRAFTSMAN® V60* Cordless System of outdoor power equipment –
announced in August 2018 at the CRAFTSMAN launch event in Baltimore, Maryland – is now fully available at
retailers across the United States and Canada.

Six cordless tools, including the V60* Cordless 21-In. 3-in-1 Self-Propelled Lawn Mower Kit (7.5Ah), V60*
Cordless 15-In. Brushless  Weedwacker® String Trimmer With Quickwind™ Kit (2.5Ah), V60* Cordless Brushless
Axial Blower Kit (2.5Ah), V60* Cordless 16-In. Brushless Chainsaw Kit (2.5Ah), V60* Cordless 24-In. Hedge
Trimmer Kit (2.5Ah), and V60* Cordless 21-In. 3-in-1 Push Mower Kit (5.0Ah), offer homeowners durable cordless
options that power through yardwork.

For the yard care-obsessed who take pride in a lawn that is the envy of the neighborhood, the CRAFTSMAN V60*
System of outdoor power equipment is a convenient and powerful option. Key to the line is the V60* Self-
Propelled Lawn Mower which can complete up to 70 minutes of no-load runtime per charge with a V60*7.5Ah
Battery. Its self-propelled motor helps the user maneuver the mower with ease. The V60* Push Mower can
complete up to 60 minutes of no-load runtime per charge with a V60* 5.0Ah Battery. In addition to the
convenience and performance benefits of these battery-powered mowers, vertical storage saves 2/3 of the
space required to store the units horizontally**. The mowers also offer a 3-in-1 deck for mulching, bagging, and
side discharge.

The remaining products in the CRAFTSMAN V60* System of outdoor power equipment incorporate hang hooks
that are VERSATRACK™ compatible. VERSATRACK™ is a wall organization system that allows users to organize
and store common items found in garages as well as other CRAFTSMAN products. Key features of the remaining
outdoor power tools are as follows:

V60* Cordless 15-In. Brushless  Weedwacker® String Trimmer With Quickwind™ Kit (2.5Ah)  -
Featuring an efficient brushless motor and two-speed variable switch, this tool comes with a bump feed
system and easy line replacement. It has a 15-In. cutting swath and dual 0.080-In. twist line. Its ergonomic
telescoping pole and adjustable handle allow for use in multiple orientations.
V60* CORDLESS BRUSHLESS AXIAL BLOWER KIT (2.5Ah)  – At less than 10 lb. (bare tool), the V60*
Axial Blower features an efficient brushless motor, a variable speed trigger and delivers up to 600 CFM and
110 MPH.
V60* CORDLESS 16-IN. BRUSHLESS CHAINSAW KIT (2.5Ah) – Weighing less than 10 lb (bare tool).,
the V60* 16-In. Chainsaw features an efficient brushless motor, auto-oiling, and tool-free tensioning for
minimal maintenance. A bubble level ensures precise and level cutting.
V60* CORDLESS 24-IN. HEDGE TRIMMER KIT (2.5Ah)  – The V60* 24-In. Hedge Trimmer features a 24-
In. laser cut, dual-action blade, and a full bale handle for maximum maneuverability.  A 3/4-Inch blade gap
quickly cuts branches and the power saw tackles larger branches up to 1-1/2-In. thick.

The CRAFTSMAN® V60* System offers the power and performance needed to complete a wide variety of yard
care tasks efficiently. Pricing for the products mentioned is available below. Each product in the V60* System
from CRAFTSMAN is backed by the CRAFTSMAN 4-year limited warranty, 90-day money back guarantee. For
more information about the CRAFTSMAN brand including videos and product specifications, visit
www.craftsman.com.

CMCMW270Z1 - V60* Cordless 21-In. 3-in-1 Self-Propelled Lawn Mower Kit with One 7.5Ah Battery (MSRP $569)
CMCST960E1 – V60* Cordless Brushless WEEDWACKER® String Trimmer with Quickwind™ Kit with One 2.5Ah
Battery (MSRP $219)
CMCBL760E1 - V60* Cordless Brushless Axial Blower Kit with One 2.5Ah Battery (MSRP $219)
CMCCS660E1 - V60* Cordless 16-In. Brushless Chainsaw Kit with One 2.5Ah Battery (MSRP $269)
CMCHTS860E1 - V60* Cordless 24-In. Hedge Trimmer Kit with One 2.5Ah Battery (MSRP $219)
CMCMW260P1 - V60* Cordless 21-In. Push Mower Kit with One 5.0Ah Battery (MSRP $469)

* 60V MAX battery, maximum initial battery voltage (measured without a workload) is 60 volts. Nominal voltage
is 54.
**Refer to mower manual for proper vertical storage configuration.

About CRAFTSMAN:

CRAFTSMAN is an American icon that homeowners, home builders, auto enthusiasts and master mechanics have
trusted since 1927 – and today’s CRAFTSMAN continues that legacy. With a focus on reliable, high-performance
tools, storage and equipment, CRAFTSMAN has revived its long-established pride in superior quality. Now it’s

https://www.craftsman.com/products/60v-21-mower-with-self-drive
https://www.craftsman.com/products/60v-string-trimmer-with-quickwind-tm
https://www.craftsman.com/products/60v-axial-blower
https://www.craftsman.com/products/60v-16-chainsaw
https://www.craftsman.com/products/60v-24-hedge-trimmer
http://www.craftsman.com


tools, storage and equipment, CRAFTSMAN has revived its long-established pride in superior quality. Now it’s
easier than ever to get the tools trusted for generations at more places than ever. For more information visit
www.craftsman.com or follow CRAFTSMAN on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

For further information: Sarah Windham, Phone: 410.716.3699, E-mail: sarah.windham@sbdinc.com
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